RMI/SIR – Naval Shipyard/Ground Fires-Rev2
Based on OPNAVINST 5102.1D, all fires must be reported as a MISHAP and not a HAZARD.
If "Ground" is selected on ships for fires, it is because the ship is in "CNO availability."
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-

Subcategory Tier 1 should always be “Industrial and Occupational”.
Event Type Tier 1 should always be “Fire/Heat”.

-

Event Type Tier 1 should always be “Fire/Heat”.

-

Activity should indicate the specific class of fire (A-Combustable Materials,
B-Flammable Liquids, C-Electrical, D-Combustable Metals) and where the
mishap occurred.
Damaged/Broken/Injured should describe injuries or damaged materials.
(For Damaged materials, these items need to represented as Objects on the
Object Page with costs associated)
Outcome should specify damage costs or injuries experienced.
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-
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3

-

Location Page

4

Objects Page

-

General Location Tier 1: If mishap occurred in a shipyard setting chose
“Industrial Facility, Ship Maintenance”
General Location Tier 2: “Ship Building / Repair”.
General Location Tier 3: Location Description should state name of specific
shipyard.

-

Indicate specific shipyard where maintenance is being conducted on the
vessel in the “Base where Event occurred or Nearest Base”.

-

When listing Objects, the first Object represented should be the vessel
itself. This will populate a “Fire / Explosion” Page inside of that Object. This
page will need to be completed before submission of the report.

-

After the vessel is entered as an Object, ensure that the specific items that
either caused the fire or experienced the fire / damage are listed.

-

If reporting damage, ensure that the costs are added in with the object.
Whether the cost is to the tax payer or the contractor, we need to have it as
a minimum of Class E mishap with the cost of $1, if the cost is unknown. If
there is cost to the gov't or they know the cost of the mishap then they can
put that number into the system but default will always be $1 unless
otherwise known.

5

-

Sequence of
Events

Sequence of Events should include:
o Fire Classification
o Location of Fire
o Cause of Fire
o Ensure that the Sequence of Events has at least 3-4 complete
sentences that answers Who, What, When, Where, and Why. This
is a chronological narrative of significant events and/or actions that
lead up to the Event. Times of significant events and/or actions
should be integrated into the write-up. This gives our analyst a
clear picture to refer back to when doing analysis.”

